From my laboratory perspective, I see scientific progress as a dynamic and ever-evolving human endeavor. This is certainly true for the Earth sciences, where lengthy periods of filling in the puzzle pieces are punctuated with breakthroughs in our understanding of how our planet works. But how are such leaps in knowledge achieved? Three aspects appear to interact to bring a sudden surge in our comprehension of nature:

- A steady flow of seemingly unrelated observations suddenly crosses a threshold where some new “truth” becomes apparent: the “long, hard toil route.”
- Discovery resulting from a new research strategy leads to a fully unanticipated conclusion: the “serendipitous route.”
- Finally, progress frequently can be attributed to “breakthrough technologies,” which flow into the hands of the broad research community.

An example of this last route to discovery is the explosion in data resulting from the introduction of laser ablation sampling technology in conjunction with ever-improving mass spectrometric methods. Over the past decade or two, this cost-effective and rapid analytical method has become an essential tool for many colleagues. Certainly, some of the resulting data are of questionable significance or dubious quality—as always, the value of the data rests in the hands of the individual practitioner. Nonetheless, it would be difficult for me to imagine modern-day geochemistry without the existence of laser ablation technology.

“The Elements Toolkit” is a feature that the editors of this magazine have asked me to provide at regular intervals, roughly every second issue. My goal is to present new technologies that seem to offer great potential to the research community. I will also highlight instrumentation or software that I see as powerful but underutilized tools of our trade. Perhaps my musings will give the broader community a picture of key strategies being applied in other disciplines. Of course, I would only be too happy if the dissemination of such ideas into the hands of the adventurous were to lead to serendipity...

I hope that you will find this and the upcoming Toolkit articles of interest. Perhaps some of the resources that I present will actually prove useful in your own research. And now, as a first contribution, I would like to briefly present a web resource that provides a glimpse of what might become in a few years “standard methodology” for Earth science researchers.

**The Global Registration of Geologic Sampling**

Have you ever felt that it would be really useful to have a list of all samples that have been collected in or near your field area? Of course, such a database would ideally provide both a basic description of the material and information about where one should look to obtain part of said sample. Better still, wouldn’t it be great if the sample numbers were linked to all literature citations in which the material is mentioned? And wouldn’t it also be a big advantage if all sample designators were unique and unambiguous? Well, such a web resource has been under construction for the past couple of years. The International Geo Sample Number (IGSN) registry, managed by the System for Earth Sample Registration (SESAR), addresses these issues. An IGSN is a unique and persistent identifier for geomatertials, and such an identifier can easily be assigned by registering sample properties with SESAR via the Internet. If data in a publication are referenced to an IGSN, then key information about the sample can rapidly be retrieved from the SESAR database. Have a look at http://www.geosamples.org/.

As an example of what one might learn from this database, my search of all records from South Africa reports a total, as of mid-September 2010, of 603 registered samples. This is certainly not a comprehensive record of geologists’ activities in the country, but nonetheless it is a useful starting point. In addition to using this database with a geographic filter, it is also possible to conduct a search based on rock type. As a test, I randomly selected a filter based on intermediate plutonic rocks, the net result being only three entries, a rather meager yield for fans of monzonite. This low result is despite the fact that some 4 million records are registered in the system. Looking at individual records, one finds many characteristics reported as “not provided,” meaning extra time at the computer will be necessary to determine if a given sample is relevant for the topic of study. Nonetheless, despite these shortcomings, this tool might already prove valuable to many, and one can hope that such a system will win ubiquitous support from the field geologists and lab analysts of the future. Interested in finding out a bit more? Have a look at “Facilitating Research in Mantle Petrology with Geoinformatics,” by K. Lehnert and J. Klump (2008) (www.cosis.net/abstracts/91KC/00250/91KC-A-00250-1.pdf).
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